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The Power
Behind
the Pumps

A David Brown gear unit complete with bed-plate is lowered into place at a Metropolitan Water Board
pumping station. On the !eft can be seen a unit in position, with the angular intake and horizontal discharge pipe arrangement cfearfy ilfustrated.
S part of a £5,000,000 scheme undertaken by
the Metropolitan Water Board, eleven David
Brown gear units have recently been installed
in one of their pumping stations. These units are
unusual in their application in that they are set at
a n angle of 45 degrees, in alignment with the pump
intake feed pipes.
Water is drawn from the nearby Queen Mary
Reservoir, one-and-a-half miles across at its widest
point and with a capacity of 6,773 million gallons,
to be pumped to filter beds before being fed to
ho useholders in the capital. As the filter beds have
a maximum capacity of 90 million gallons in 24
hours, a quantity well within the capability of the
pumps, the whole of the plant will not be required
to be in operation at any time.
The suction main from the reservoir lies directly
under the well excavated for the Yickers-Gill
pumping plant, which, incidentally, has provided
a tricky job of installation for Messrs. YickersArmstrongs Ltd. Having been drawn through the
branch intake pipes set at 45 degrees , water passes
via the pumps along the discharge pipes travelling
horizontally underneath the mountings for the
electric motors and gear units.
In order to cater for the station's varying
requirements, pumps of three different capacities
have been installed and each of the David Brown
units was supplied from Park Works with a set
of spare pinions.
Pumps 1 and 10 in the scheme are normally
powered by a 220 h.p. drive through David Brown

14 in. co-axial double reduction units with single
helical gears of 6 in. and 10 in. face on the first and
second reductions respectively. These units reduce
the drive to the pump from 1470 r.p.m.- the
running speed of all the electric motors-to 346
r.p.m. When fitted with alternative pinions the
gear units effect a reduction to 488 r.p .m . in a
480 h .p. drive.
In the case of pumps 2, 3, 4, 8 and II , which
again are driven through 14 in. units of our
manufacture but with gear face widths of 4 in. and
6 in. on the first and second reductions respectively,
the normal drive of 160 h.p. is reduced to 436 r.p.m.
and the alternative 320 h.p. drive to 616 r.p.m.
David Brown 10 in. co-axial gear units with
respective face widths of 3-! in. and 5 in. are fitted
to pumps 5, 6, 7 and 9, capable of giving an
output speed of 612 r.p.m. on an 80 h.p. drive, and
the spare pinions reducing a 170 h.p. drive to
846 r.p.m.
All the units supplied by David Brown and Sons
(Huddersfield) Ltd. to Messrs. Yickers-Armstrongs
Ltd. were complete with forced lubrication systems
to ensure an adequate oil supply to bearings and
meshing points when running in their unusual
positions.
Electricity for the whole scheme will be taken
from the mains supply, but oil engine and gas
turbine sets are being installed for stand-by
purposes. If necessary, these units will be capable
of supplying the whole of the power required .
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NEXT ISS UE
Th e next issue of NEWSLETTER IVi!l be distributed
on November 5th. Closing date for contributions u;i/1
be October 18th . Copy recei ved after that dat(' cannot
be guaranteed inclusion.

This month's cover

' ' ''1'his

pictuVe . 'of the David
Brown stand at the 1954 Royal
Sho w wa.s taken. on a 35 mm.
transparency by Mr. M . G.
Harris, a member of the Sales
Staff of our Tractor Division .
A review of summer shows is
included in the CONTACT
supplement to this issue.

An artist s impression of the radio telescope fo r which our Penistone company supplied castings a f ew
weeks ago.

Star Gazing
ASTINGS by The David Brown Foundries
Company, Penistone, are to be incorporated
in the world's la rgest radio telescope, at
present being erected at the Jodrell Bank Astronomical Research Station, Cheshire. The telescope
will ena ble astronomers to explore hitherto
unknown regions of the universe, yielding new
informati o n a bout the sun, meteors, the moon ,
and some of the planets.

Some idea of the massive structure of the radio
telescope can be gained from a description issued
by the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research. The whole structure will be mounted on
bogeys, to revolve in a complete circle some 310
feet diameter. Its height, to the horizontal axis of
the reflector, will be 185 ft. , and when the beam
from the fixed paraboloid aerial is horizontal the
total height will be 300 ft. Total weight of the
telescope, carried on ra ils, will be I ,270 to ns.
With a diameter of 250 ft. , the reflector contains
a bout 30 tons of-one-inch square copper wire. It is
fixed to a lattice cross gird er, the ends being carried
in the huge bearings on two towers so th at the
whole reflector is free to rotate.
An interesting point in connection with the
components to be used is that the main elevating
racks a t each end of the horizontal axis have been
salvaged from the battleships "Revenge" and
"Royal Sovereign", which were recently broken up.
The cost, which is expected to be in the region of
£336,000, is to be shared equally by the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research , and
the Nuffield Foundation.

C

The David Brown contributions to this massi ve
structure were recently delivered to Messrs.
Buckley and T aylor Ltd ., of Castle Iron Works,
Oldham, to be fully machined prior to delivery to
Cooper Ro ller Bearing Company Ltd. for assembl y.
Two cast steel bearing housing castings were
supplied in separate halves, each half weighing
48 cwt. , while the ha lves of four cast steel end
covers each weighed 6 cwt. In all, the total weight
of the castings supplied was 12 tons. Journa ls for
the bearings are housed in a spherical body 4 ft.
10 in. in diameter, wh ich in turn is mounted on a
pedestal 6 ft . high . Each pedestal assembly will
weigh 12 to ns when completed .
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Visitors from the Middle East
PENDING three weeks in Britain with the aim
of seeing as much as possible of this country's
industry, culture, art and general way of life, a
group of Press and Government offic' als from
Libya were visitors to the Meltham works of
David Brown Tractors (Engineering) Ltd . on
Thursday, September 2nd. They were Mohamed
El Tayib El Ashib (Press and Publications Officer
to the Federal Government of Cyrenaica),
Mohamed Aissa Kadiki (journalist and member of
the Cyrenaican Legislative Assembly), Mohamed
Ben Zeitoon (Press Liaison Officer, Tripolitanian
Administration), and Ali Giuma Muzughi (Assistant Director of the Tripolita!lian Department of
Finance).

The tour of Britain had been arranged by the
Foreign Office of the British Government, and
whi le at Meltham they were able to see examples
of the country's industrial and agricultural ways
of life in c lose proximity. Mr. A . H. Blackwell,
Mr. J. C. R. Birney, Mr. R. Gardiner and Mr.
J. H. Dixon welcomed the guests on arrival ,
chatting for some time on David Brown activities.
Afterwards Mr. D. A. Procter accompanied the
visitors on a tour of the works, explaining the
modern method of tractor manufacture. From
time to time the Libyan group paused to con~erse
with employees themselves, asking questions
regarding their jobs and their place in the general
pattern of production.

Accompanying the visiting group were Mr. G.
N. I. Morrison, a retired Foreign Office offic ial
who served for many years in the middle East
and has expert knowledge of Libyan conditions,
and Mr. D. Wehl, Deputy Regional Officer,
Central Office of Information, Leeds.

After lunch at Durker Roods the visitors saw
the company's products being put to practical
use, a range of tractors and implements cultivating
a piece of land a longside the David Brown
airstrip at Crosland Moor.

S

Libyan Press and Go vernment officials chat with Miss Elizabeth lredale, assembling tractor dashboard
panels at hf!r he•tch on the assembly line. (Photo: " Huddersfield Examiner").
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NEWS AND GOSSIP
FROM NEAR AND FAR

Sportsmen's Service
Representatives of all sections of the David
Brown Tractors Sports and Social Club attended
the second annual Sportsmen's Service, held in
Meltham Parish Church on Sunday afternoon,
September 12th. The Vicar (the Rev. A. Nixon)
took the service, making "The Goalkeeper" the
subject of his address. Lessons were read by Mtss
Dorothy Mansell and Mr. Tom Rigg, with Messrs.
J. Dolby, S. Oldham, Douglas Booth and Stanley
Coates carrying out the duties of sidesmen. Smging was led by the church choir and there was a
large congregation.

Questions won her a TV set
During the ten days of the 1954 TV and Radio
Show at Earls Court the London evenmg newspaper "The Star" aw'arded a television set to the
daily winner of a "Quiz the Stars" conte~t. Among
the large number of readers . who submitted
questions-there was no hmttatiOn of subJ_ectwas Mrs. J. Watts a resident of Ashford, Mtddlesex who is employed in the Service Department of
the'David Brown Automob:le Division at Feltham.
Day after day of the contest passed, b~t on the
ninth day of the show the three quenes whtch
Mrs. Watts had submitted were announced as the
winning group. That night she had a surpnse
outing- a visit to Earls Court to recetve her TV set
from radio and television star Humphrey Lestocq .

"See you again" might be Mrs . Watts' comment
to Humphrey Lestocq as she receives a television
set won in a competition. (Photo: "The Star").

Mrs. Watts asked Lady Isobel Barnett if she
considered that teenagers should be stopped from
marrying at Gretna Green without parents'
consent, to which the answer was m the negattve.
Lady Barnett reasoned that althou~h parents
could advise a nd counsel delay, she dtd not feel
that anyth ing further would be of real use if the
youngsters persevered in the face of opp~>Sltlon.
Asked what he would do to prevent litter m
London streets, Eammonn Andrews suggested
various remedies but declared that the problem
needed to be tackled basically at home by teaching
a child to be tidy and public spirited. Finally,
Mrs. Watts turned the tables on Wi lfred Pickles
by asking what law he would pass to benefit
mankind. Wilfred's answer was: "I should pass a
law whi;h would banish snobbery in all its forms
among all classes of people".

Make a Note
By taking notice of factory routine and methods,
following up with suggestions for improvement,
David Brown employees can make a real contnbution to efficiency and at the same time earn
financial reward for themselves.
After a review of suggestions received or
implemented through the Tractor Group Suggestions Scheme during the quarter ended June
30th, specia l awards have been patd for No. 1506
(£3), 1735 (£5) and 1779 (£5).
Since the committee's last report was published the following awards ha ve been m1de to employees at Meltham:
Suggn.
Suggn.
Suggn.
No.
£ s. d.
No.
£ s. d.
Ns62
~
do
1604 ... 2 10 0
1 884445
I 00 00
11863 ... I 0 0
1772 ... 2 10 0
.. .
1829
2 10 0
1848
2 10 0
1864 ... 2 :g g

to

:m : : i

:~s~~

:::

:1~8~7g6

1g g
2 :1go go
::: il o0 o
I 54 . . .
. ..
0
1836 . . . I 0 0
1839 ... I 0 0
1860 ... I 0 0
1879 ...
10 0
Suggestions from the Meltham works still under considera-

tion are:

1638 1639 1784 1812 1857, 1859, 1861, 1866, 1867,
ISH' 1875' 1877' 1878' 188 1 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885,
1889: 1891: 1892: and ~ II up 'to and including 19 16.
Four recent Lee Mills awards are: Sl34, £2 lOs.;
£2 lOs.: Sl40, lOs.: Sl45, lOs.: Suggestion No. Sl41 is

187 1,
1888.
Sl38,
under

consideration.

On National Service
Latest departure from The David Brown
Foundries Company for National Service is
Mr. P. Salisbury, of Methods Department.

Foremen visit Steelworks

Thirty -five employees of the H ea vy Machine Shop
of Da vid Brown and S ons (Huddersfield) Ltd. went
on an outing to New Brighton on Saturday,
S eptember 4th, among them five whose combined
service at Park Works totals 161 years. Th ey are
(left to right) Messrs . W. E. Kaye (44 years),
D. E vans (21 years), P. lbberson (22 years),
J . M orris (40 years), and E. M onkman (34 years).
During the morning a visit was paid to the shipyard
of M essrs. Cam mel/ Laird, where particular interest
was taken in seeing under construction a vessel f or
which some of the party had actually helped in
manufacturing the main propulsion gear unit at
Park Works . Th e visit was enjoyed immensely and
the courtesy extended by Messrs . Cammell Laird
was greatly appreciated.

Social Evening
Some forty members of the Sports and Social
Club of David Brown Machine Tools Ltd. visited
Meltham Hall on the evening of Friday, August
20th, at the invitation of the D .B.T. club.
The guests, who were impressed by the hall and
its amenities, spent the evening dancing, playing
snooker and da rts. Time passed very quicklyas is usually the case when one is having a good
time- and after thanks to the hosts from our
chairman (Mr. Doyle) a very happy party left
for Manchester by coach.
G . A. Longden
Back to you! Mr . H . Shaw receives the championship cup at the Park Works Flower and Vegetable
Show from Mrs. Percy Brown. This is the sixth
successive year that he has held the trophy.

Leaving work behind at 5-15 on Wednesd ay,
September 15th, members of Park Works Foremen
and Chargehands' Association t ~elled by coach
to Sheffield to visit the Shepcote Lane Rolling
Mills of Firth-Vickers Sta inless Steels btd.
With members of the Sheffield company's
technical staff accompanying them as guides, the
visitors spent over an hour wa tching the modern
mills rolling stainless steel of the highest quality.
David Brown and Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd. had
the honour of supplying a large proportion of the
gearing for this plant and " Radicon" worm
reducers were in prominence. Particularly
intriguing was the final stage in the process, when
steel strip entered the finishing rolls with a dull
surface but emerged seconds later in the bright
and gleaming condition which is the normal
conception of the stainless steel of everyday use
and worldwide reputation.
Mr. W. Laycock expressed the thanks of the
visitors to the Sheffield company for the privilege
of seeing the impressive plant in operation and to
the guides for helpful explanation of the procedure. The usual social call was made on the
return journey but ,tlw two coaches were home
at a very reasonable hour.

Mr. Shaw Wins Again
Contrary to what might have been expected, the
quality of exhibits at the Park Works Flower and
Vegetable Show in the ballroom on September
4th was very high. Although smaller in numbers
than in previous years, the exhibits provided a
task as difficult as ever for the judges, Mr. Dobbington (Bachouses of York), and Mr. Boetto
(Wooldale Nurseries).
It was only a few minutes before the opening
ceremony was due to start that the judges finished
their task, but when the points had been totted up
it was found that Mr. H. Shaw was champion for
the sixth year in succession. The Sports Club Cup
must surely know its own way to Mr. Shaw's
home by this time! Nevertheless, it is encouraging
to note that one or two are trying very seriously
to challenge Mr. Shaw's supremacy, a particularly
good sign for the future of the show.
Messrs. Blakely, Redfern and Ripley had many
successes, adding to a fine display. The exhibitors
certainly take pride in their products and it is to
be hoped that next summer will be kinder to
gardeners than I 954.
Mr. A. Avison presided at the opening ceremony, introducing Mrs. Percy Brown, of Edgerton,
as opener of the show. Performing that duty in a
pleasant manner. Mrs. Brown impressed the
audience by her thorough knowledge of gardening.
The ladies' section proved popular and there
were beautiful examples of needlework, embroidery, etc. Mrs. Wimpenny, of Mount Street School,
was the judge of this section . To add to the
pleasing array, the Park Works Photographic
Society members exhibited a number of fine prints.

County Cup Winners

When Blackpool illuminations were lit for the first
time this year on September 11th, the visiting
throng included a group of laboratory personnel
from The David Brown Foundries Company .
Mrs. M. Fish (Chemistry Lab.) was the organiser,
and Mr. D . F. Noden (Radiographer) took this
picture prior to departure from Penistone.

A Day in London Town
The Coventry Gear Company chose London
for this year's annua l outing, setting out by coach
while the hedgerows were still hidden by early
morning autumn mist but soon accompanied by a
rising sun which added a golden sheen to the
commonplace scenery of Watling Street. A quiet
inn at Towcester was the breakfast stop, then on
to the metropolis for lunch in the heart of the
West End .
With half a day at their disposal the Coventry
party chose various pursuits. Some were soon on
the Hammersmith road for the races at Kempton
Park, football at Stamford Bridge and White
Hart Lane attracted small groups, while a sightseeing tour of Buckingham Palace, Westminster
Abbey, the Tower a nd Westminster Cathedral
occupied others. Several chose the arts, attending
the ice show at Wembley or West End theatres.
One member was observed returning at nightfall
from a pilgrimage which had included Kensington
and Chelsea-for their associations with G. K.
Chesterton and Osca r Wilde respectivel y.
That the outing had been a great success was
beyond doubt by the time the party reached
Coventry in the early hours of the morning.

They Died in Harness
Two David Brown employees with a total of
90 years' service have died during the past month
wh ile still on the working strength of th eir respective companies.
·
Seventy-one-year-old Mr. H. Booth had been
employed by David Brown and Sons (Huddersfie ld) Ltd. for over 44 years, a popular and well
known personality in the Milling and Drilling
Section, while Mr. J. Cleworth had a record of
46 years' continuous service with David BrownJackson Ltd. He jo ined the Salford company at
the age of 15 and was for many yea rs a ladle man
on the main furnaces, transferring to Maintenance
Department towards the end of his working life.

Competing against twenty-five other units in the
Yorkshire Industrial Fire Brigade Competition,
held at Kirk Sandall, near Doncaster, on Saturd ay,
August 28th, the Park Works Fire Brigade was
successful in carrying off the trophy for the six-men
open event. Park Works won in the excellent time
of 15.3/5 seconds, and the spontaneous applause
from the large crowd gathered in glorious weather
proved that the success was merited .
Whilst not entering as many competitions as in
previous years, the Park Works Brigade has
managed to win three trophies, one. from an open
championship. In view of the increasing numbers
and the keenness of Br;gades competings, the
results are very satisfactory.
Park Works representative~ taking part in the
Yorkshire competition were T. Mellor, J. Knox ,
D. Gibson, W. C lella nd, H. Eastwood, J. Rushworth, J. Horsfield and D . Thornton.

Personal
BIRTHS
To Mr. E. Whitehead (Steel Foundry, Penistone)
and Mrs. Whitehead- a son, David Andrew.
To Mr. K . Denton (Publicity Department,
Meltham) and Mrs. Denton- a daughter,
Julia.
To Mr. E. J. Milnes (Capstans, Park Works) and
Mrs. Milnes-a daughter, Lynda.
To Mr. L. H. Carter (Gearbox Inspection, Park
Works) and Mrs. Carter- a daughter,
Ma rgaret Helen.
To Mr. G . Simpson (Gearbox Inspection, Park
Works) and Mrs. Simpson- a son, Tan
Geoffrey.
To Mr. D. G ledhill (Drawing Office, L ee Mills)
and Mrs. Gledhill- a so n, Kev in Neal.
To Mr. K. Tinker (Gearcutt ing Dept. 106, D.B. T.
Meltham) and Mrs. Tinker-a son, Richard.
MARRIAGES
Miss Joan M. Parratt (Accounts Dept., L ee Mills)
to Mr. Sydney Haworth (Jig and Tool Drawing
Office, D .B .T. Meltham).
Miss W . Dela ney (Wages Clerk, The Coventry
Gear Company) to Mr. J. H. Speirs.
Miss 0. Pritchard (Works Engineer's Department ,
David Bro wn-Jackson Ltd.) to Mr. E. K.
Hankey (Foreman , Maintenance Department,
D.B.-J.).
RETIREME TS
Mr. J. Hobson, an employee of The Da vid Brown
Tool Company with 20 years' service.
DEATHS
Mrs. Gladys May Robertshaw (Cook / Manageress,
Meltham Hall) , who had been an employee of
David Brown Tractors for over 12 yea rs.
Mr. F. Lord, an employee of the General Office of
David Brown Machine Tools Ltd. for three
years.
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Extension of Farsley Works
N engine test house which experts rank
among the most advanced in the country,
both in lay-out and equipment, has recently
been put into operation by David Brown Tractors
(Engineering) Ltd., at their Farsley Works, near
Leeds. Experimental work over the years at the
company's main headquarters at Meltham, near
Huddersfield, has influenced the design and
methods chosen for the new test plant to a large
extent. It will be used for running-in and power
testing the engines which are assembled at Farsley
for fitting in David Brown agricultural and industrial tractors. and in Lagonda and Aston
Martin cars.

A

CONTACT Cover
A David Brown four-cylinder Diesel engine
is seen undergoing tests on one of the
hydraulic dynamometers in the newly
completed engine test house at the Farsley
(near L eeds) works of David Brown Tractors
(Engineering) Ltd.
Contact 2

Possibly the plant is unique in that no less than
five fue ls are laid on direct to the test beds. Coal
gas is selected for r unning-in purposes but alternative fuels are avai lable .in case of emergency. Each
engine is power tested on the fJ.]e l for which it is
specifically designed. On account of the wide
variety of tractor engines manufactured by this
company to meet the demands of farmers at home
and overseas, it has been necessary to lay on gas
oil, vaporising oil, petrol and lamp oil, all supplied
from storage tanks alongside the main building.
The former testing and running-in section of the
Farsley works comprised twelve tractor engine
beds and two car engine beds, all fulfi lling dual
roles. This section could not meet the demands of
a rapidly increasing tractor and car production
schedule, and for some time before embarking on
the a lternative scheme the management had been
giving thought and consideration to modern
trends and designs. In comparison, the new test
plant has seventeen dynamometer test beds and
nine running-in beds for tractor engines, three test
and three running-in beds for car engines, with

provision for further development to almost double
capacity as and when required. The bases for the
additional beds have been laid as part of the
general scheme.
Adjacent to the main works, but in itself an
independent self-contained unit, the building was
supplied and erected by J. Austin & Sons Ltd. and
covers an area of 250ft. by 37ft. 6 in. with a height
of 12 ft. 6 in. at the eaves. It is of steel frame
construction with a brick panel wall to a height of
4 ft. 6 in. and has an asbestos sheet single-span
roof and side walls. A 5 ft. glazed panel runs the
whole length of both roof slopes and there are
opening windows along the west wall. Twenty roof
ventilators ensure adequate air circulation, while
electrical heating will be used in winter. Fuel and
water supplies have been laid in covered trenches,
thus avoiding interference from supply piping and
leaving the maximum area clear of obstruction.
Centrally placed on the west side of the test house
is an enclosed section devoted solely to storage,
inspection and testing of Diesel injector equipment.
In the northwest corner is a toilet block, with hot
water supplied by an immersion heater.
As water is used as the hydraulic medium in the
dynamometers, as well as for cooling purposes, a
considerable quantity is required in plant of this
type. In order to be as conservative as possible in
demands, the plant has been equipped with a
pumping house and cooling system to effect
re-circulation. The main tank, of 20,000 gallons
capacity, is divided into hot and cold secti ms.
Water from the cold section is supplied to the
dynamometers and to header tanks on each bed
by a pump capable of delivering 15,250 gallons

per hour. Hot water discharged flows into a
common trench, to be returned by gravity flow to
the hot well in the reservoir. A second pump, also
of 15,250 gallons per hour capacity, passes the
hot water to a cooler, from which it discharges
into the cold tank at a temperature of not more
than 100 degrees Fahrenheit in summer conditions.
Also operating in this section is a pump which
circulates water through an oil cooling system on
the car engine beds. Each of the pumps is
duplicated, one to operate on load and the other
on reserve, so that a breakdown in any circuit
cannot bring the whole plant to a standstill.
Water enters the test house through a 5 in. main
which branches north and south from a central
point. As offshoot branches feed the dynamometers the diameter of the main supply pipe
becomes proportionately smaller, finally dropping
to It in. The gas supply system is similar in that a
4 in. main, fitted with a safety valve at the initial
inlet point, has 1 in. tappings to each bed.
The bulk storage tanks for fuels and lubricating
oil are situated at the south west corner of the site,
the fuels flowing by gravity to the engines and the
lubricating oil being fed under pressure to the
running-in beds.
Petrol is stored in an underground tank of 1 000
gallons capacity, from which it is pumped to a
50-gallon header tank. It is led to the test beds
under gravity. Overhead tanks are used for storing
gas oil and vaporising oil, with capacities of 2,000
and 1,000 gallons respectively. As comparatively
few lamp oil engines are built, only 500 gallons of
this fuel are stored, feeding to two of the beds.
Unused and purified lubricating oil is stored in

A David Brown Aston Martin engine running in one of the three sound-insulated cubicles is coupled to a
dynamometer in the main area.

Interior lay-out of the IJelV plant. The west of the building has been jitlly developed 011d bases have bee// /a!(/
on the opposite side to provide for expansion to almost double capacity.
sepa rate tanks, each of I ,000 ga ll ons capacity. are fitted thro ughout. The tachometers on the
When an engine is drained on the test bed the used tractor beds record up to 5,000 r.p.m. though test
oil is piped to underground tanks. After its speeds are no rma ll y on ly a little ove r 2,000 r.p.m .
The hi gh -speed car engines run in three sou ndcondition has been tested , the oil is either disposed
of as waste or passed through a motor dri ven insul ated cubicles in the wouth-west sect ion of the
cen tr ifu ga l purifie r a nd returned to the overhead building, and are co upled to dy namometers
tanks for re-use. When filling a n en gine with o il . positioned o utside the cubi cles. On accou nt of the
an opera to r can measu re the quantity acc urate ly high engine speeds these dyna mometers have
by a gauge incorporated in the pressure fl ow stainless steel elements and the latest type of
elect ric tachometers, read ing up to 8,000 r.p.m .
system.
Noise outside the building has been kept to a (norm al test speeds up to 6,000 r.p.m.) _ The
minimum by piping each exhaust to an a bso rption concrete bases of the car test beds are set in cork
type si lencer mounted o n the outside of the west surrounds, a feature wh ich red uces vibration to
wa ll. Single-chamber silencers are fitted o n the a mm1mum.
exhausts from the tractor beds, but the silence rs
An open space in the north-east co rner is used
on the much faster running car engines have for stor ing engines awaiti ng dispatch to the
primary an d secondary chambers.
Meltham factory. Lifting facilities are provided by
Mechanically, th e test eq ui pment is of out- two 10 cwt. overhead cranes covering the ma in
standing interest. The decision to run-in engi nes o n area, a nd another cra ne of similar ca pacity covers
coal gas was made on the grounds of eco nomy a nd the car engine section and despatch. 1n the past
efficiency, for co mpa red with petrol particularly, it has been necessa ry to fit a li ght steel slave sump
gas is a chea p fue l and has the added adva ntage of solely to protect the engine in trans it, but a new
leaving little so lid depos it in co mbustion. The type of sump is now fitted before the e ngine is
method when running-in is to provide ini t ial run and remains in position until the unit is assemimpulse through an electric motor: a clutch on the bled in the tractor body.
motor automatica ll y disengages at 750 r.p.m. The
The whole of the plant was designed by the
gas supply keeps the engine running under its own Wo rks Engineer's Department of David Brown
Tractors (Engineeri ng) Ltd., a nd the staff of that
power from then onwards.
Heenan and Froude hydrau li c dyna mometers department supervised the construct io n work.
Contact 4

Relatives in Australia

T

HE gearing industry in !he Commonwealth of
Australia entered a new era with the forma tion in 1934 of an association between The
Richardson Gears Pty. Ltd. , of Footscray,
Victoria, and David Brown and Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd. For the Australian company the demand
from the basic industries for rel iab le power
transm ission had been a steady beacon si nce its
realisatio n in 1915 of a separate manufacturi ng
unit for gear product ion. Jt became obvious at a
very early stage in the company's development
that a standard range of worm gear units was
essential and such a product was first built in 1916.
This was soon followed by the production of
helical gearboxes and many special designs called
for by a widening market.
Introduction of David Brown uni ts, in the first
instance the "Radicon" worm reducer, into the
range of Richardson prod ucts was therefore a
smooth transition wh ich immediately brought the
name of David Brown before a large number of
important users.

in the production of industrial gears and gear
units has been accompanied by progressive
increase of manufacturing facilities and today the
company embraces pattern shop, foundry, production machine shop, general machine shop, gearcutting, heat treatment, assembly and testing
floor with packing and despatch centres. From
the earliest days special attention has been paid
to the toolroom, where all ~he gearcutting tools
now used ca n be produced.

Throughout the development period, the
specialisation of The Richardson Gears Pty. Ltd.

lt is the policy of most large users and of the
State and Commonwealth Governments to use
Australian-made equipment wherever possible,
and facilities have accordingly been developed to
manufacture a very wide range of types and
design , up to a very considerable size. The extent

Illustrative of the special requirements for which
The. Richardson Gears Pty. Ltd. provide, this
multiple train gearbox was built for use in the
paper industry.
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of the Richardson company's supply is virtually
completed by the unrivalled range of products
which emanates from Park Works and other
factories in both Gear and Foundry Groups. This
supplementation from David Brown compan;es
has given rise to a brotherly relationship between
the two organisations, furthered by the fact that
there are Yorkshire tongues to be heard among the
Australian accents in the Richardson works- and
for that matter in other engineering establishments
in Melbourne.
From the It to the 26 in. "Radicon" in al l its
various gu ises- and in some local variationsfrom " Taurus" bronze castings to the " Cone
Ring" coupling, single and compound helical
gearboxes, spiral bevel gearboxes, "Roloid" pumps
and gear shaper cutters, the Australian company's
products coincide with our own.
m tne }owwry section of the Richardson factory
a roll-over moulding machine is at work on cases
for 4 in. "Radicon" worm reducers.

The Australian aluminium industry is just about to
commence refining ore at a new plant in Australia.
Rolling of aluminium ingots has however been
established for some years and this 400 h.p. double
helical compound gearbox is for the hot rolling mill
of an aluminium plant in New South Wales. It is
fitted with solid forged flywheels, each weighing It
tons.

Where are these products used? Wholly consumed within Australia, they go largely to the
industries which throughout the world are established David Brown clients-the primary mining
and secondary refining processes of the metalliferous industry, the ever growing steel and
non-ferrous industry, power production, water
supply, and a leavening of general manufacturing
concerns. The transport and even shipbuilding
industries in Australia also call for a variety of
products from this wide range.
Situated half a mile from the main factory, the
foundry stands on its own acre of land with
foundry clay available for the digging. It is
equipped with balanced blast cupola and a small
sand handling plant, with moulding machines in
the " light" section and a general floor handling
castings up to five tons. This area has been a
foundry for almost a hundred years and though
pig and coke now come from the furnaces of
Newcastle and Port Kembla there was a time
when every ton came out by sailing ship.
" Taurus" bronze is centrifugally cast from oil
fired crucible furnaces, while other non-ferrous
alloys are cast for the company's own use and for
the other machine shops nearby.
Also in this area is the " stock" machinery
centre where all the smaller cast components are
machined before being sent to the gear shop.
Pride of place is given to a newly installed 36 in.
hydraulic feed vertical borer which is fitted with
David Brown reamers and does its job quickly a nd
accurately.
The demand for quantity repettt!On is very
limited, but by assiduously encouraging standardisation of products and making components
interchangeable, The Richardson Gears Pty. Ltd.

are gradually building up to the position of being
able to machine batches which will reflect in cost
th<;> advantage of the use of specialised equipment.
It is, however, very necessary for the technique of
small quanti(y production to be retained and
developed ; for instance the output of " Radico n"
worm reducers at 1,200 per annum is made up of
some 600 in the 2± to 6 in. standard range with the
rema inder spread over all other types-including
double reduction units and units with special
features.
To combine the concentration of effort necessa ry
to make standard componen!s at the most economical cost with the flexibility to produce the
" specials" th at are rea lly an inherent requirement
of a young country calls for a staff that is a blend
of expert craftsman and the production machinist.
An experienced engineering staff deals with every
enquiry or order before manufacture commences.
The gear shop buildings, comprising some two
and a half acres and laid out to facilitate the
principa l production requirements, are constantly
being modified to improve the flow of work and

working conditions.
Random features of the works include such
outstanding equipment as a David Brown MT 60
bobbing machine, the most recent gear cuttmg
addition in the main gear shop. The stock department has facilities for packing and despatching
small units to give service throughout the country
- to agents in the States and di rect to outlying
areas. An independent and develop:ng phase is the
production of gear cutting tools in a separate
division which has a toolroom with several items
of David Brown special purpose plant and an
adjacent grinding section.
Excepting for Tasman ia, which lies some 500
miles to the south, Richardson gears have a market
extending to the sugar industries of Queensland
some 1,500 miles to the north and to the newly
developing industrial areas around Perth some
2 000 miles to the west. For the purpose of sales
cbverage each state has a factory representative
who is a lso a stockist, with sub-distribution in
centres that are more than 100 miles from the
main capital city. With such great areas to be

A 20 in. " Radicon" case being bored and fac ed on a horizontal borer which is one of the many modern
machines recently installed.
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Lubrication of Diesel engines at the Woomera rocket range in Central Australia will be effected through
this group of" Roloid" pumps, mounted on bedplates an'd driven by electric motors of local manufacture.

covered, sales staff must be prepared to travel
considerable distances but air service is so widespread throughout the country that the most
remote of the important centres can be reached in
a day's flight.
Allied with all Richardson products are the
resources of the David Brown companies in manufacturing such equipment as machine tools and

special gear cutting tools beyond the Australian
company's capacity, along wi th gearboxes and
gears which, by reason of their weight or complexity, are uneconomical to produce outside the
main David Brown organisation. With this far
reaching and effective union The Richardson
Gears Pty. Ltd. are capable of providing any power
transmission for which Australia has call.

The Richardson stock and despatch department for the smaller range of"'" Radicons" and couplings .

j

Good
Show,
Sir I
A fine example of a temporary
stand, this display of David Brown
tractors and implements was staged
Danish distributors, Lantraco v
·
of Copenhagen, at the

HOW days- the type of weather that tempts
the farmer to down tools, don collar and tie
and join the shirt-sleeved crowd- have been
few and far between in 1954. Nevertheless the
shows have gone on, though from outward signs
it has seemed that the last minute rushes which
appear to be the lot of every stand erector have
been more hectic than usual.
Insofar as the David Brown organisation is
concerned the summer season is showtime for the
Tractor Division. A busy schedule opened early in
May with the Royal Dublin Spring Show, then
over the border to the Royal Ulster at Belfast later
in the month. Scotland held its premier show, the
Royal Highland, at Dumfries late in June, and even
while that stand was being erected other members
of the Tractor Division's exhibition staff were
preparing for the show of all shows, the "Royal" .
Of all its sites, the Royal Show has no abode to
rival the Windsor Great Park setting. Britain's
finest farmland spreads from the very edge of the
showground, Windsor Castle stands guard over
the whole area, and majestic elms add to the dignity
of the scene. Throughout the weeks of preparation members of the Royal family took q uite an
interest in activities on the showground on their
doorstep and certain David Brown employees can
tell of having seen the Queen and the Duke of
Edinburgh taking a walk in completely informal
atmosphere.
During the show itself there was not a single day
without a Royal visit. The Queen herself devoted
two days to the show, on the first occasion to
bestow Royal patronage, and the second in her
capaci ty as President of the promoting body. the
Royal Agricultural Society of Eng land.
Executives of the David Brown Tractor Division
welcomed to our stand, seen as the front cover of
this issue, an enthusiastic visitor in H .R.H . The
Princess Royal. Her interest in David Brown
products was no doubt influenced by the fact that
our machines are in daily use on the Harewood
Estate, near Leeds. As a matter of interest we
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mention that this is not the only instance where
Royal management have chosen David Brown
tractors, for these machines are in fact among the
equipment on the Windsor farms.
The 1954 Great Yorkshire Show was notable
for the initiation of a scheme whereby dealers from
all parts of the county contributed to a combined
stand, a venture which was popularly acclaimed
and will no doubt be repeated. Most of the shows
suffered from bad weather at some time, but the
Royal Welsh had the worst of all. Continuous
rain day after day washed away what are usually
termed "permanent" features, until sleepers were
afloat in places. Even so, the David Brown stand
was made presentable through the efforts of all
concerned and was a definite attraction to the
brave souls who attended regardless of the gloom
of the daily weather forecast.
That is by no means the full story, for the David
Brown Exhibitions Department has been associated with agents' stands at such outstanding shows
as the Bath and West, the Royal Cornwall, the
Three Counties, and the Suffolk County. At home
and overseas these have been supplemented by
displays staged by enterprising distributors and
dealers at exhibitions and fairs, and at the one-day
shows which are such notable dates on the calendar
for the local community.
To say that millions will have seen David Brown
products through the medium of shows, even if
only to give a glance in passing, is no exaggeration.
How many pieces of machinery have been sold as
a result, no-one will ever know.
Conclusion of the tractor show season does not
mean that the exhibition staff goes into winter
retirement; far from leisure, they will be equally
busily occupied in the coming months with stands
at indoor shows which will bring before the public
eye the products of every section of the David
Brown organisation. That programme will go on
into the new year, by which time thoughts will
again be turning to summer, which, for their sake
and yours, we hope will be a big improvement
on 1954.
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Gearboxes for
Commercial
Vehicles
A typical user: this Seddon Mark 7L 3-ton
van is fitted with a David Brown model 437
four-speed gearbox.

by J. T. Riley, A.M.I.Mech.E.
Based on an article which Mr. Riley originally contributed to "The Automobile Engineer",
and reproduced by kind permission, this feature describes the work of the Automobile
Gearbox Division of David Brown and Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd., as applied to the design
of gearboxes for some of Britain's leading manufacturers of commercial vehicles.
INCE the end of the war the British commercial
vehicle industry has made considerable and
successful efforts to establish markets throughout the world . During the past five or six years
there has been something like a threefold rise in the
volume of commercial vehicle exports; this is a
great tribute to the quality of the vehicles. A
considerable part in achieving these results has
been played by specialised manufacturers of
important units.

S

For example, the extent to which proprietary
gearboxes are used by British builders of commercial vehicles is perhaps not generally appreciated.
This system of using proprietary gearboxes is

Fig. 1. David Brown model 557
gearbox. Suitable for an engine
torque of 350 lb-ft. (representing a gross laden weight of
up to 22 tons), this unit has
five forward speeds.
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widely used in the United States of America. where
a large proportion of the gearbox units are
supplied by three companies. Similarly, in this
country, many of the leading manufacturers fit
proprietary gearboxes manufactured by the
Automobile Gearbox Division, David Brown and
Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd.
This system leaves all the problems peculiar to

Fig. 2. Internal arrangement of the model 557,
showing the nickel chrome
case-hardened gears housed
in an aluminium case.

gear and gearbox production to the gear specialist.
It is claimed, with some justification, that it results
in better and cheaper gearboxes. This is due to the
concentration of effort which the gear specialist
can bring to bear on his work, since his whole
energy and outlook are devoted to one aspect only,
gears and gearboxes. It is, of course, necessary to
maintain the closest liaison with the vehicle builder
so that there is full knowledge of all details that
may influence design.
While a long list of customers is always gratifying, such a position is not without dangers for the
gearbox manufacturer. The more numerous the
customers, the greater the probability of a wider
range and variety of units . and unless care and
foresight are exercised in deciding just how far to
go in meeting all demands, the point may be
reached where economical production is no longer
possible because of the endeavour to produce a
wide range of boxes in small quantities. Regular
personal contact with the vehicle builder provides
the best means of reaching a decision on this very
important aspect of production .

Design features
The illustrations and descriptions which follow
cover three different sizes and types of David
Brown commercial vehicle gearboxes. They are
typical of the considerable range manufactured by
this Company. All incorporate layshafts, the most
popular type in use in this country. They are
designated 557, 542 and 437. The first figure in the
designation denotes the number of speeds obtainable from the box, while the last two figures indicate
the centre distance, which for model 557 is
approximately 5.7 inches.
Model 557 gearbox, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, has
five forward speeds and one reverse and is suitable
for a maximum engine torque of 350 lb-ft. Complete with bell housing, it weighs approximately

470 lb. The aluminium case is made in halves, and
the upper half can be removed without any
disturbance of the internal mechanism. The proportions and disposition of the ribs, together with
the additional support provided by an intermediate
wall carrying the centre bearings, combine to give
exceptional stiffness and freedom from resonance.
All the gears are made from 3t per cent nickel
chrome case-hardened steel, which has been shown
by experience to be the most suitable for withstanding the severe loading imposed in service. A
direct top drive is employed . This substantially
increases the life of the gearbox in comparison
with similar units incorporating an overdrive top
gear.
In this country it has been established that
something like 75 per cent of the total running time
is done in top gear, whether it be a direct drive or
an overdrive gear. If a direct drive top gear is used,
the torque is transmitted directly through the box
without any of the gears being used, and it is
considered that for service in this country this
outweighs the advantages of an overdrive top gear.
rt is, however, acknowledged that an overdrive
top gear can prove useful under certain conditions.
For example, where there are long stretches of
level road it is advantageous to maintain the
desired road speed with the engine revolutions as
low as possible; this can be effected by the use of a
gearbox with an overdrive top gear. There is the
disadvantage that when a vehicle is operating in
the overdrive ratio gears, even a small gradient
will probably necessitate a change into a lower
gear.
All the constant mesh gears, that is, the layshaft
driving gears and the clutch-operated third and
fourth speed gears, of the 557 box are of the single
helical type. The first and second speed gears are
of the straight spur type with sliding engagement.
All the gears are accurately generated, shaved after
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cutting and lapped after
hardening. To engage the
reverse gear, it is necessary
to lift the change speed
lever over a stop; this
prevents the possibility of
accidental
engagement.
The gear ratios are: first,
7.92: I ;
seco nd ,
4.58:1 ;
third,
2.74:1 ;
fourth, 1.565: I; fifth, I :I ;
and reverse, 7.92: I.

Fig. 3. Weighing approximately 150 lb. , the Da vid
Brown model 542 gearbox is designed with forward
control for unit or amidships mounting. Alternatively, it can be supplied with a top cover arranged
for centre control, as shown below in Fig. 4.

All shafts in the 557
geartox are made of 3! per
cent nickel chrome steel ,
case-hardened and ground
on the journals. The mainshaft is supported in two
bearings and the layshaft
in three. This arra ngement
allows the bearing span to
be kept as short as possible,
and keeps the maximum
number of gears close to
the bearings. To a large degree, the quietness of
the box in operation depends upon these desirable
design features.
The intermediate wall in the case supports a
centre bearing for the layshaft and provides

independent support for the fina l shaft. This
eliminates the need for a spigot bearing and is a
great improvement, since the spigot bearing was a
far from ideal arrangement acting between shafts
running at different speeds and, in reverse,
providing a common bearing between contrarotating shafts.
·
The primary shaft is carried on a roller bearing
and a locatio n bearing is provided to take the
axial load from the single helical gears. Three
roller bearings support the layshaft, the two outer
bearings having lips to locate the shaft axially.
The front end of the mainshaft is carried on a
roller bearing with a deep groove ball bearing
at the rear end. Roller bushes . each with two rows
of large rollers, are fitted to each of the loose
mainshaft gears. All bearings which are supported
in the aluminium case are housed in steel liners .
These effectively preclude any possibility of the
outer races creeping. Oil filling, oil level and drain
plugs of ample dimensions are positioned to give
the greatest possible accessibility and the drain
plug is fitted with a magnet to collect and retain
any foreign matter of a ferrous nature.
An auxiliary drive with a suitably proportioned
facing is provided to take a high pressure pump for
brake operation. This is positioned at the rear of
the gearbox so that the brakes are energised when ever the vehic le is moving. even tho ugh in neutral.
The rat io of the speedometer drive gears, which are
housed in the rear end cover, is suitable for the
latest type of electric speedometer, which gives
accurate readings, · a comparatively low cable
speed and, as a result, maximum life of the
speedometer cable. Both the speedometer and
auxiliary drive gears are carried on ball bearings.
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Fig. 5. Fitted in conjunction with a Perkins P.4 Diese engine, this David Brown mode/437 gearbox has the
change speed lever mounted centrally. Remote control mechanism can be supplied if required.

Model 452
This gearbox (see Fig. 3) has five forward speeds
and one reverse and is suitable for a max imum
engine torque of 204 lb-ft . Its approximate weight
complete with bell housing is 150 lb .. and it has
proved very successful in use in co njunction with
the Perkins P.6 engine. Generally the design is

similar to the model 557 previously described.
The .first and second speed gears and the reverse
gear are sliding gears with straight spur teeth; the
remaining gears are in constant mesh and have
single helical teeth. All the shafts are mounted on
ball and roller bearings a nd the case is in halves to
facilitate servicing, thus allowing centre bearings
to be incorporated on both main and layshafts.
Two S.A.E. standard facings are provided for
power take-off units.
The ratios are:- first , 8.14:1; second, 4.73 :1;
third, 2. 79: I ; fourth , 1.6: I ; fifth , I :I; reverse,
7.76:1. Alternative gear ratios can be supplied
giving :-first, 6.61 :I ; second, 3.56: I; third ,
1.88 :1; fourth , I :1; fifth, 0.812 :1 and reverse
6.28: I. It will be seen that these ratios give overdrive conditions in a fifth gear that should only be
used with light loads and easy running conditions.

Fig. 6. Gears which failed due
to bad driving indicate very
clearly the broken teeth at the
engaging ends which have
resulted from careless engagement.
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gears are in constant mesh and have
single helical teeth , whilst the first speed
and reverse gears have straight spur
teeth and slide into engagement.
The primary shaft is carried on a ball
location bearing designed to take both
journal and thrust loads. A bearing of
the same type is used to locate the mainshaft at the rear end. The forward end
of the mainshaft is located on a roller
spigot bearing, with the rollers running
direct in the accurately ground bore of
the primary shaft. Two double-purpose
bearings, which deal with both journal
and axial loads, support the layshaft.
Fig. 5 shows a model 437 gearbox
mounted in actual position in a chassis
with a Perkins P.4 engine.

Future trend of design
Whilst changes in styling of commercial vehicles do not occur as rapidl y
as in the case of automobile desi gn,
commercial vehicle development is
taking place all the time and in line with
this, constant efforts are in hand to
improve and develop gearboxes. Fivespeed boxes for medium and heavy
vehicles are now very common. Moreover, the present trend is to eliminate all
Fig. 7. in colllrast with those in the previous illustration , these crash
gears, making the gearbox full y
gears are still in good condition after ha ving run for 128,000 constant mesh, by the employment of
miles.
dog clutches, even to the extent of the
reverse gear. David Brown and Sons
The 542 box is designed complete with forward
(Huddersfield) Ltd . now have in production a
control for unit or amidships mounting, and in
fully constant mesh 557 gearbox. The prototypes
these applications the box is mounted horizontally
have been extensively road tested and the decision
to give max imum road clearance and minimum
to proceed with production of this model was
interference with the body space. An alternative
based on the resu lts obta ined .
design, shown in Fig. 4, provides a special top
Bad driving in the form of careless engagement
cover a rra nged for centre control.
of sliding or crash gears can set up very rapid
deterioration of the teeth, as this form of gear is
Model 437
very susceptible to chipping at the ends of the
This gea rbox has four forward speeds and one
reverse a nd is suita ble for a maximum engine teeth, with consequent rapid breakdown of the
torque of 124 lb-ft. Its a pproximate weight com- case-hardened surface. (Fig. 6.) Tempering the ends
of the teeth is a partial solution to this problem, but
plete with bell housing is 120 lb. and it has been
the most satisfactory answer is the constant mesh
very successfully used in conjunction with the
Perkin s P.4 engine. The ratios are : -first , 5.72:1 ; type box.
second, 3.17: I ; third , 1.78: I ; fourth , I: I, a nd
Present indications point to the increasing
reverse 6. 86 : I.
applications of syncromesh boxes. It is of course
said that these are too expensive ; that they will
The model 437 gea rbox is suitable for either
be more liable to go wrong owing to the bigger
right-hand or left-h a nd co ntrol. It is shown in
number of more complicated working parts ; and
Fig. 5 with the cha nge speed lever mounted in a
that they are simply a device to make gearcentral position, but remote control mechanism
changing more simple for the bad drivers who will
can be fitted if specially requested. A No . 3 S.A.E.
not or cannot change gear properly on crash boxes.
bell housing is fitted as standard. The case is of
Against this, whi lst it is agreed that the first cost
cast iron, in one piece, with the selector lever
housing acting as a top cover removable as a unit
is heavier, development of synchromesh boxes for
for inspection purposes. All the gears are of 31- per commercial vehicles has reached the stage where,
cent nickel chrome case-hardened steel. The layproviding the synchromesh mechanism is made
shaft driving gears a nd the second and third speed
sufficiently robust, reliability can be expected.
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A David Brown synchromesh gearbox examined
recently had completed 128,800 miles without
trouble or servicing of any kind and showed no
sign of possible failure of the synchromesh
mechanism, whilst the clutch teeth were in good
condition and gave no indication of any chipping.
The synchromesh mechanism prevents damage to
the gears through bad gear changing- a very
important consideration in view of the considerable
number of crash box failures attributed to bad
gear changing. At the moment the demand for
synchromesh gearboxes is much more pronounced
among builders of the lighter type of commercial
vehicle. Synchromesh gearboxes are of course,
already extensively used on the bigger omnibus
chassis and there is also a trend in this direction
on the lighter omnibus.
The David Brown synchromesh gearbox referred
to was designed with an epicyclic two-speed
portion in front of the main part of the gearbox,
making the complete box a multi-speed unit.
Fig. 7 illustrates two of the gears taken from the
front epicyclic part of the box after 128,000 miles
running. It shows the good condition and finish of
the teeth even after this length of service.
Another possible future requirement, partiCLIlarly for the larger type of vehicle, is for the driver
to have available for use seven to ten speeds as
against the five speeds now more common. Ten
speeds can be made available by the use of an
auxiliary two-speed gearbox in conjunction with a
five-speed box. Th!s combination is particularly
advantageous where vehicles operate under widely
diverse conditions, as the range of ratios available
enables the operator to run at economical speeds
at all times. Figs. 8 and 9 show respectively the
outside view and the internal arrangement of the

Fig. 8. The latest development to emanate from the
Automobile Gearbox Division is this auxiliary twospeed unit which can be filled to give under- or
over-drive on all forward speeds.
gears of an auxiliary two-speed gearbox which
David Brown exhibited publicly for the first time
two weeks ago at the 1954 Commercial Motor
Show. This unit is designed for use with an engine
of 350 lb-ft. torque and is suitable for working in
conjunction with the David Brown 557 gearbox
previously described, being mounted between the
main gearbox and the rear axle. Underdrive and
overdrive types of gearboxes are available, the

Fig. 9. Adoption of the epicyclic principle ;;ives co-axial shaft arrangement in the David Brown two-speed
auxiliary gearbox, as shown in th's exploded view.
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former making available the advantage of a low
gear range for very arduous operating conditions,
whilst the latter will permit the engine to operate
at lower speeds in achieving the highest possible
road speeds. The design adopts the epicyclic
principle giving co-axial arrangement of the input
shafts.
Multi-speed boxes are more widely used in the
U.S.A. They are particularly advantageous on the
long runs experienced in that country where a
return journey may have to be made with the
vehicle lightly loaded, a condition suiting the use
of the overdrive portion of the gearbox.
At the 1952 Commercial Vehicle Show at Earls
Court no vehicles were shown fitted with automatic
transmission, and in spite of the extensive use of
this type of gearbox in the U.S.A., particularly on
pa~senger coaches, there are no signs of its use in
the near future in this country on commercial
veh icles. The huge sums required for the setting
up of the necessary production plant (a sum of
£2,000,000 has been mentioned), together with the
increased fuel costs (due to the inherent characteristics of this form of transmission, particularly
where a torque converter is involved) seem to
preclude the immediate possibility of its development here, where low operating costs, covering
running replacements and servicing, are a primary
consideration among purchasers of commercial
vehicles.

Service
There are several major troubles which may
arise under working conditions unless precautions
are taken by the user to see that the gearbox is
functioning under proper working conditions.

Oil leakage. This is often caused by overfilling
the gearbox and it is very necessary to adhere to
the oil level marking on the dipstick. In some
cases the filler plug is placed on the side of the
case and the box should be filled up to the level
of the filling aperture and topped up to this level
at each examination. After the initial filling the
box should be drained and refilled with fresh oil
after the first 1,000 miles. The oil should then be
topped up every I ,000 miles and changed every
20,000 miles. A magnetic oil filter is fitted to the
oil drain plug and this should be washed in
paraffin before replacing after each oil change.
Care should be taken, when covers and companion flanges are removed and re-assembled,
not to damage oil seals as the smallest cut or
bruise on a seal can cause oil leakage.
2 Jumping out of mesh of gears. It is very essential
that the engine and bell housing facings and
registers are assembled square and concentric
with the crankshaft. This is an important f::tctor
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in preventing gears from coming out of mesh in
service. One has heard of engine facings up to
0.030 in. out of square. Excessive shaft deflection
under maximum load conditions is also a cause
of jumping out of mesh and to reduce this shaft
deflection to a minimum, boxes with centre
bearings on both the mainshaft and layshaft
were introduced.
3 Noise. The vo lume of noise in commercial goodscarrying vehicle gearboxes is not generally considered so vitally important as in the case of
automobiles but in passenger coaches and buses
it must be kept to a minimum. Gearboxes are
often wrongly accused of being noisy, when the
real trouble is external and in some cases may be
traced to critical engine speeds. The errors in
alignment and concentricity mentioned under
the last headi ng can also be the cause of excessive
noise in service.
4 Chipping of gear teeth. Some drivers experience
difficulty in making a clean gear change on crash
gearboxes, especially those with sliding gears.
Constant crashing of the ends of the gear teeth
is bound to bring serious after-effects, as the
particles of metal dislodged from the teeth are
likely to cause further damage to the remain ing
gears and bearings even though a magnetic fiiter
is fitted, as this will only collect a proportion of
the metal particles. The entry -ends of both the
sliding and fixed gears are damaged with bad
gear changing and if serious chipping occurs the
length of gear contact is reduced to a point
where failure will occur. Dog-engaged gears
giving constant mesh of the gear teeth are far
superior to sliding gears, as damage due to crash
engagement does not affect the teeth. Also,
because of the slower peripheral speed of the
dogs compared with the peripheral speed of the
teeth, the dogs are not likely to be damaged to
the same extent as the ends of the gear teeth, if
sliding gears were used.
5 Other possible gear tooth failures. When gearboxes commence their working life the surfaces
of the gear teeth contain high spots which are
smoothed down in service by the local breakdown of the oil film. This is due to the high local
working pressures which arise at these points,
and under normal conditions further abnormal
wear does not arise. The use of a n excessively
light oil could, however, be the cause of further
rapid wea r, and this may so reduce the thickness
of the teeth that further use is impossible.
Breakdown of the oil film may also induce
localised welding of gear teeth, causing metal to
be lifted from the flanks of the teeth . A heavier
oil should be tried under these circumstances.
A straightforward fracture of a gear tooth often
indicates the sudden application of a n excessive
load, such as a llowing the clutch to engage with
a jerk.

HUDDERSFIELD
Cricket: Promotion to Section "A"
The cricket season- a nd what a season- faded
out on Saturday, September 4th; although the
Park Works first team finished with a heavy defeat
they too k second place in the League and will
therefore be promoted to Section " A" of the
Huddersfield Central League next season. The
defeat referred to was inflicted by Bretton at Moor
End, while other games since our last report have
been agamst Lepton Highlanders (rained off) and
Rowley. Hil.l (a three-wicket victory for our boys).
Considenng that 1954 is our first season in the
Cent ral League without professional help there is
room for congratulations all round- to the
committee for their decision to try a season without
a " pro" and to the playe rs for the way they have
backed up the committee.
Indi vidua l performances have been mentioned
from time to time but it is interesting to note the
leadmg averages. In the batting section R. Davies
scored 239 runs to average 21.7, S. Whitwam 222
(18.5), G. Hawkins 162 (14.7), B. Glendinning 138
(13.8) and L. Varley 152 (12.7). A. Airey heads the
BELOW: Welding Department captain Tom Bolton
receives the cup from Mr. A. Avison.
RIGHT: IY_inners after a tie, Welding Department
are all smiles.

bowling averages with 14 wickets at a cost of
9.07 each, followed by S. G . Fletcher with 31
(10.6), B. Glendinning 23 (I 1.7), L. Norris 16
(11.7), and G . Hawkins 25 (12.2). Though not
particularly startling, these figues are proof that
the players have pulled their weight.
The second eleven have had a very poor season
but managed to finish with a win at the expense
of Nortonthorpe.
In the final of the Park Works Departmental
Competition on Sunday, August 29th, Welding
Department batted first against Heavy Machine
Shop and reached the moderate score of 79.
Normally such a total would not worry a team of
the calibre of the Machine Shop but as their
mnmgs progressed it was obvious that they would
have to fight for every run. Excitement mounted
ball by ball and never lessened as the match ended
in a tie. It was a terrific finish.
Various suggestions were considered as to how
the outcome should be decided and in the end both
teams agreed to toss up. A flip of a coin, and
Welding had won.
Mr. A. Avison thanked all who had helped with
the competition and the spectators for their
support, presenting clocks to the winners and
military hair brushes to the runners-up.
Thus another cricket season has come and gone,
and from the point of view of weather one can
only describe it as the most wretched for many
years.

Football: A Good Start
Pa_rk Works began the football season on Friday
evenmg, September 3rd, visiting Meltham Mills
to play Tractors. This is always a needle match for
both teams and it is to be regretted that the game
came so early for it would have been a better trial
of strength when the lads had played together a
few times and had an opportunity to settle down.
Anyhow the result was a 2-0 win for us the new
players giving cause for satisfaction. Sine~ then we
have beaten Lindley Church 4-2 at home and on
Saturday, September 18th, won against Bradley
Rangers by 5-0, also at home.
The Reserve team started in fine style. Playin~
Shelley (last year's challengers) at Moor End on
September 4th, they won easily by five goals to
two. This was followed up by an away win over

Oakes Athletic Reserves by 4-2, but they came a
cropper at Meltham on Friday, September 10th,
losmg 4-0.

Bowling Champions
Playing from scratch, the "A" team representing
David Brown and Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd. in the
Huddersfield Works Bowling League won the
championship on Saturday, September 18t h, by
trouncmg Wm. Thompsons in the final play-off.
We had to concede 55 start but after our first five
men had played we had a lead of six points. From
then o nwards we had only one loser, and that by
the rarrowest of margins. H . Senior and F .
Mitchell both returned 21-4, and captain W. C.
Moorhouse won by 21-6.
The Sollis Bowl a nd pri zes were presented by
Mrs. Albert Shaw, wife of the chairman of the
League. Willie Moorhouse responded , pay ing
tnbute to the splendid spirit shown by the " A"
team throughout the season.

Indoor Games
Very soon the indoor games sections wi ll be
starting on their winter programmes, and members
of the badminton, table tennis, darts and the
newly-fo rmed chess sections are looking forward
to pleasa nt evenings together. We shall follow
their activities with interest and report on their
progress as the season advances.
L. Broad bent, Hon. Sec.

SALFORD
Bowling: Staff v. Works
A party of employees of D av id Brown-Jackson
Ltd . travelled to Alderley Edge on Saturday,
September II th, for a match between Staff and
Works teams, followed in the evening by a knockout tournament. The outcome of the teams'
encounter was a win for Staff by 65. In fa irness to
the Works it has to be said that some of their best
players were missing, but even so Staff are confident that victo ry will be theirs on the next
occasio n, for this is to be a n annual event. The
winner of the knock -out tournament played after
tea was Mr. A. Poole (Fou ndry) who beat Mr. J.
Taylor (No. 2 Machine Shop).
The sun, which had been absent for so long,
came out a nd stayed out the whole of the time.
The players were pleased to welcome Commander
Weston Smith to this very pleasa nt social function.
Finishing as runners-up in the Salford Bowling
League, the David Brown-Jackso n first team were
only one point behind the leaders, Gresham &
Craven Ltd. Results of their last games were as
follows:
D .B.-J. 230 (H. Martin 21-5, G . Seymour 21-7,
T. Jones 21-9, J. Taylor 21-9), Agecroft 113.
D .B.-J. 228 (J. Taylor 21-5, G. Sey mour 21-8,
H. Ingham 21-8, W. Forster 21-9), St. George
E ngineers 163.

The seco nd team have lost to Irwell "A" by
224-195 .

MELTHAM
Bowling: Semi-Final Thrill
The D.B.T. bowlin g season concluded o n
Saturday, September II th, with the final rounds of
the works handica p at Meltham Hall. The last
sixteen players had emerged from an entry of 141.
Five of those contestants were playing from
scratch, the other eleven receiving starts from five
to ten.
Main features of the early encounters in the
day's play were A. Wrigley's 21 -12 victo ry over
F . Brooksbank, followed by two excellent games
in which E. Smith and H . Redfearn gained one
point victories over F. Robinson and Edgar Sykes.
The game of the day was the clash in the semi-fina l
between E. Smith and H. Redfearn , the two scratch
men. Smith was the winner by the odd point after
a thrilling game which ma intained its interest to
the very end. The last wood was the deciding
th row, for with the score at 20-all Redfearn just
fai led to beat his opponent's foot wood .
The fina l proved to be rather one-sided, for
Smith was a very easy winner by 21-11, a result
achieved by using the long corners. His opponent
W. Marsh (rec. 10) had bowled a short mark
consistently in the earlier rounds but he found
Smith far too good in the corners. This is the
second occasion that Smith has won the cup and
handicap, prev iously having been successful in
1950. His achievement equals the record of the
late H. Carter, who won the event in 1947 and
1948.
Some of those in their first season showed
excellent bowling, and of those who won through
to the last sixteen W . Sykes and F. Robinson were
very promising. We shall be hearing more of these
newcomers in the future.
Sixteen prizes were presented by Mr. J. Whitehead as follows: I, E. Smith; 2, W . Marsh ; 3,
H. Redfea rn: 4, W. Sykes, 5, E. Sykes ; 6, F.
Robinson ; 7, B. Thornton ; 8, A. Wrigley; 9, J.
Webster ; 10, J. Dollive; 11, W. Ellis ; 12, G. Ball ;
13, A. Wrath all; 14, K. Sutton ; I 5, S. Brooksbank; 16, G. F. Cryer.
Bowling section colleagues congratulate F.

A winning throw by E. Smith in the D.B. T. handicap .
His opponent is W. Marsh.

Cricket Averages

The winner receives the cup and first prize from
Mr. J . Whitehead. Secretary A. Hulm e is sorting
out the sixteen valuable awards.
Germain on reaching the final of the "Colne
Valley Merit". Germain beat notable bowlers in
F. Moorhouse (Crosland Moor) and R . Clegg
(Huddersfield) before losing to Joe Townend of
Huddersfield in the final by 21-17.
Despite the poor weather, 1954 has been a very
successful bowling season. We look forward to
J 955, when we hope to offer facilities- competitive
and otherwise-to all members.
A. Hulme, Secretary.

Chess: Future Plans
The following officers were elected at the annual
general meeting of the D.B.T. Chess Section, held
on September 9th: Chairman, C. Boothman;
Secretary and Team Captain, H. J. W. Smith;
Committee, E. Drake and R. Bannister; Council
Representatives, C. Boothman and H . J. W. Smith.
It was gratifying to see some new members
present a nd to know there are more on the way.
This will enable fresh activities to be arranged in
the form of knock-out tournaments, etc., which
should in turn maintain interest throughout the
season.
Here's wishing luck to our friends at Park Works
who are entering the competitive field this year.
We hope they will be runners-up to D.B.T. in the
fight for the Wa tkinson Trophy.
H . J. W. Smith.

Table Tennis
The table tennis section of the D.B.T. Sports
and Social Club, Meltham, entertained a team
from Farsley on August 31st. Although Meltham
gained a 10-nil victory, the result was not a true
reflection of play as many games were closely
contested. Both teams, and a large number of
Farsley supporters, adjourned to Meltham Hall
after the match and there completed an enjoyable
evening.
We look forward to renewing the acquaintance
of our new friends by paying a return visit in the
near future.
R . L. Pryor.

As briefly reported in the last issue, the D.B.T.
Free Lance team lost in the semi-final of the
Scarborough Cup; thus disappeared their hopes
of becoming 1954 champions of the Yorkshire
Council after having been second in the final
table. British Ropes won the toss and put D.B.T.
in to bat on a "green" wicket. Our lads were
dismissed for 91, K. Brook's 16 representing the
highest contribution. None of the batsmen offered
serious resistance to the visitors' pace attack and
we went in to tea feeling rather unhappy.
Even so, D .B.T. did well to dismiss five of the
visi:ors before the runs were made and the issue
might have been much closer if the luck had been
on our side. J. Stopford bowled consistently well
to take all five wickets for 26 runs.
The following averages have been recorded in a
fairly successful season:
BATTING
Innin gs Not Out

Runs

Average

J. Savage
10
3
190
27.1
A . Smith
21
3
484
26.8
D. Booth
24
6
403
22.4
J. Brook
13
I
262
21.8
R. Pownall
14
4
194
19.4
K. Brook
21
2
386
19.3
J. Stopford
14
4
192
19.2
D. J. Smith
20
2
333
18.5
W. Dennis
19
4
269
17.9
13
6
105
15.0
A. Sykes
l3
2
148
13.4
S. Speight
S.Stead...
12
3
122
13.5
I. Clark ...
JO
0
126
12.6
David Booth
15
3
119
9.9
H. Marshall
6
I
47
9.4
13
3
90
9.0
C. Giles.. .
A. Firth
9
5
39
9.3
Also batted: A. Hamer 99, J. Dennis 19,
R. Shelton 44, L. V. Gallagher 83, D . Walker 19,
B . Higginbottom 18, C. Bottomley 18, D. Morgan
28, R. Myers 45, and S. Hallam 39.

The Da vid Brown Tractors Free-Lance team which
took second place in the Yorkshire Council's final
table.

BOWLI NG
Overs

Ma;dens Runs

Wick els Average

J. Stopford .. . 208
40
596
65
9.17
J. Savage
50
605
57 10.61
.. . 225
D. J. Smith
271
53
749
60 12.49
S. Speight
231
37
733
49 14.89
W. Dennis
14 1
19
51 9
26 19.57
Also bowl ed:
L. Y. G all agher 28
4
69
13
5.30
Catches : A. Sykes 19 and 7 stumped, C . Giles
10 and 3 st umped , D. Boot h 13, D. Smith 8.

Billiards and Snooker
Latest additio n to the D.B.T. Sports and Social
Clu b is a billia rds a nd snooker section with a team
entered in the Hud dersfield and District Billiards
and Snooker Leagues. This is our first venture in
these compet itions and we hope to do well.
Bil liards ga mes will be played on Tuesday evenings
and snooker on Thursdays, wi th th e matches at
Meltham Hall every other week . These games are
sure to be well worth watching a nd we invite
D.B.T . employees to come a long and support
the tea ms.
C hri stmas ha ndica ps are being arranged and a
start will have been made by the time these notes
are publi shed.
Foll owing th-ese handicaps it is hoped to
o rga nise an inter-d epartmental knock-out compet ition , for which your support will be required.
Further deta ils will be published later but in the
mea ntime it is hoped that members will get
toget her and arrange teams. G . A. Mitchell , Sec

PENISTONE
Physical Culture
Despite none too pleasa nt memo ries of last
season's aches and pains, members of the Physical
Cultu re Secti o n of The Dav id Brown Foundries
Sports C lub a re keen to renew activities a nd will
be meeting regularly in the coming weeks. The
sectio n caters not o nly for the would-be physical
cult urist but a lso fo r those who merely want to
ke:!p fi t.
·
Arno ld Hoyla nd (Moulder) a nd Donald
Bea umo nt (Dri ver) a re not afra id to say that their
health improved after only three months with the
section, a reco mmend atio n which should encourage o thers to join.

Britain sent a team of 12, including a team
manager and trainer, and Mr. Knight was paddle
in a Kayak pair with Graham Palmer (':"'ho
represented Great Britain in the last Olympics).
The pair had teamed up early in the year and h~d
put in hard tra ining for the champwnsh1ps m
readiness for racing over the two longer distances.
There were six heats in the I ,000 metres, and m
their heat Palmer and Knight took fourth place
for Great Britain in 4 minutes 2 seconds to
Hungary (winning time 3 minutes 47 second_s),
Czechoslovakia (3 minutes 56 seconds) and Fmlar.d (3 minutes 57 seconds). Conditions for t_he
final the following day were such that the Fmmsh
pair won in a time of 4 minutes 16 se~onds .
With the temperature at 92 degrees m the shade,
there were 31 sta rters in the 10,000 metre event.
Of that number only 19 finished, Britain occupxing
12th and 17th positions, the latter Mr. Kmght.
Although not in the lead in the ch~n:pions_hips ,
which are held every fou r years, Bntam fimshed
near the top. Mr. Knight predicts that th1s
co untry will be among the leaders before very
long. The title of the eve nt is shortly to be changed
to the E uropea n Cham pionships.

FARSLEY
Cricket "Friendly"
The long-delayed friendly cricket enco unter
with Penistone took place at Farsley on Sunday ,
September 12th. On winning the toss the visitors
chose to bat o n a wicket which made stroke play
difficult as the ball came through very slowly.
R. Myers and H. Tindall put on 42 for Penistone
before the latter was caught when trying to force
the scoring rate and Myers went on to make. 37
before being run out in a misunderstanding.
Farsley were fin ally faced with a total of 120 and
although they began soundly the introduction of
J. Y. Smith with his well fl igh ted leg spmners
caused a collapse almost immediately. The last
Farsley wicket fell at 56, leaving Smith with fin al
figures of 7 for 15, well supported by M. Dyson
with an analysis of 3 for 14.
Preliminary Announcement
AUTOMOBILE G EARBOX DIVIS ION

FELTHAM

DAVID BROWN AND SONS (HUDDERSFIELD) LTD

Canoe Championships

THIRD ANNUAL DANCE

Mr. J. M. Knight, a member of the staff of the
Drawi ng Office at Feltha m works, recently had
th e d istinct io n of representing Great Britain in the
Canoe and Kayak C hampionships of the World,
held at Macon, France. The nineteen competitors
were Great Brita in, Norway, Luxembourg,
Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Sweden, Holland, the
Saa r, Rumania, Jugoslavia, West Germany,
Austri a, Italy, Switzerla nd, Finland, France,
Denmark, Spa in and Hunga ry, with races over
500, I ,000 and I 0,000 metres.

in the
PARK WORKS BALLROOM
SATURDAY, 27th NOVEMBER, 1954
Non-stop music from 7-45 p.m. to midnight
JOHNNI E ADDLESTONE AND HIS ORCHESTRA

with ADR IAN
T ickets 3s. 6d .
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HILL,

Vocalist
Bar : Buffet

T

EES-SIDE is one of England's most concentrated industrial regions, drawing o n the
Durham coalfields for raw material for
power production, and du ring the time Stockton
Corporation had control of the town's gas supply
- from taking over from a private company in
1875_to the nat iona lisation of the industry in 1949the continuous development of the area was
reflected in the rise in consumption from I 16
million cubi c feet to I ,400 million cubic feet a year.
At the time the gas industry became a nationalised undertak ing a contract had a lready been
placed with West's Gas Improvement Compa ny
Ltd. of Miles Platting, Manchester, for the
supply of a ca rbonising plant for Stockton with a
specified daily output of 2,000,000 cubic feet.
However, the Northern Gas Boa rd decided to
increase the daily capacity of the Stockton insta llation to 4,000,000 cubic feet by transferring a
si milar Middlesborough contract which had a lso
been placed with the Manchester company.
The method of handling fuel is the key to the
operatio:1 of th e whole of the modern plant which

Modern Gas Plant
to Serve
Tees-side Industry
has subsequently been installed , with mechanical
conveya nces from the time coal is tipped into a
receiving hopper from trucks in the sidings o n the
main railway line running alongside, to the load ing
of coke discharged from the retorts.
A tipper capa ble of dealing with wagons up to
21 tons capacity at the rate of 12 per hour suppli es
coa l to a 30 inch wide conveyor which in turn
feeds two lipped-bucket conveyors. Each of these
conveyors is a complete standby to the other, and
each is capable of handling 80 tons of coa l per
hour. David Brown " Radicon" worm gear units a re
ytted as primary reductions. The 14 in. RHU
units, mounted on bedplates, transmit a drive of
24 h.p . and red uce the speed from 730 r.p .m. to
18.25 r .p.m. Medium type "Cone Ring" coup lings
are fitted on the high speed input shafts while the
output shafts have an extra roller bearing on the
sta ndard ex tensio n to take the overhung load.
Secondary reduction is effected by double helical
gears supplied from Pa rk Works, of 7t inch face
width, with 161 and 25 teeth on the wheel and
pinion respectively.

Th e Northern Gas Board"s modern plant at
Stockton-on- Tees wh ich serves the industrial area
of Tees-side.

Coal is then delivered to two flat ba nd cor.veyors
over the coal bunkers of the retort bench, in this
case driven through 8 in. RHU "Rad icon" units
mounted on bedpl ates, with the speed decreasing
from 720 to 18 r.p.m. The hi gh speed shafts of
these units are fitted wit h medium duty "Cone
Ring" couplings and the low speed o utput shafts
have heavy duty couplings of the same type.
The modern building which was constructed to
house the new carbonising plant was opened
earlier this year by the Hon. L. W. Joynson-Hicks,
M.A. , M.P., Parliamentary Secretary to the
Ministry of Fuel and Power.

An 8 in. "Radicon'' worm reducer supplied by
Da vid Brown and Sons (Huddersfield) Ltd. driving
one of the two conveyors over the coal bunkers
feeding the retorts.

Britain's Wings on Wheels

F all the shows in which the David Brown
organisation takes part, the Display and
Exhibition of the Society of British Aircraft
Constructors is in a class of its own. Farnborough
has become synonymous with speed, for it is there
that British aeronautical wizards produce their
latest sensational developments, backed by
component manufacturers' wares laid out on acres
of canvas-covered stands.
As a briefing officer commented to pilots, the
1954 flying display (the fifteenth by the way)
consisted of British aircraft, British pilots and
British weather. Neither bright paint nor gleaming
metal is at its best in mist and drizzle, which was
the type of weather in which the show opened, but
when the sun shone the scene was a brilliant
patchwork of colour. Black, silver, blue, white,
green and grey-these were the colours which
seemed predominant among aircraft which ranged
in size from the Folland Midge jet fighter to the
Comet Ill airliner, two very appropriate examples
in that both were prototypes with 19 and 20 flying
hours respectively prior to their displays.
The Royal Aeronautical Establishment, Farnborough, reaches its peak activity during the thrill
packed days of the show, to such an extent that its
year-round activities tend to be overlooked.
David Brown associations with Farnborough are
not confined to the S.B.A.C. show, for twelve
David Brown aircraft towing tractors (ex R.A.F.
machines built at our Meltham factory during
wartime production) are in everyday use, still
giving good service after ten or twelve years' hard
work. Even so, that force is inadequate during the
period of the exhibition and it has become the

O

annual privilege of David Brown Tractors
(Engineering) Ltd . to supply additional machines
and drivers to handle Britain's best wings on
wheels.
This year the perma nent VIG/ 100 and YIG/462
models were supplemented by the latest type
David Brown YIG/ IC, the smaller 3010 Diesel
and prototype 30ICT fitted with turbo-transmitter. lt is interesting to note that these David
Brown industrial tractors are being ordered in
ever increasing quantitites for military, naval and
civil aircraft-towing duties.
Our connections with the S.B.A.C. do not end
there, for products of The David Brown Foundries
Company are incorporated in a number of modern
British aircraft and helicopters. It is therefore in
our Penistone company's interest to be represented
in the covered section, removed this year to the
hill on the south side of the airfield . The vast
marquee, 108,000 sq. ft. in a rea, held close on 300
stands, exhibiting every component and attrib ute
an aircraft could have- or so it seemed to the
casual eye.
Among the principal exhibits on behalf of our
Penistone works were several interesting examples
of aircraft steel castings produced by the centrifuga l process for high temperature service. These
included gas turbine components which have to
withstand operating temperatures from 650 to 900
degrees Centigrade; though large and complex,
these castings have relatively light sections.
Other David Brown exhibits included arrester
hooks, wing fittings, engine mounting brackets
and clutch housings, all produced to Ministry of
Supply (Air) specifications DTD 666 and DTD 705.
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RIGHT: From the driving
seat of a David Brown
industrial
tractor,
an
amateur photographer captured this picture of two of
our machines in action. The
aircraft is the Gloster
"Javelin".
BELOW: Products of our
Penis/one foundries attractively displayed on the
Farnborough stand.

RIGHT:
The
Bristol
" Proteus-Ambassador" and
the prototype de Ha villand
" Comet III" in the charge
of David Brown VIG /TC
tractors.

A MONTH-BY MONTH PICTORIAL
RECORD OF DAVID BROWN
PRODUCTS AND PEOPLE

ABOVE:

Fighting against the weather to gather a rain-damaged harvest ,
farmers throughout the North of England have been working their
machines day and night during the past few weeks. Visiting Mr .
Harold Jepson's farm at Moor End, Woodford, Cheshire, early in
September, a "News Chronicle" photographer took this dramatic
picture fust before midnight. A David Brown JOC is operating with
pick-up baler while a second tractor and trailer bring the bales to be
put under cover in the Dutch barn. Record high prices are predicted
for fodder in the coming months and before winter is through those
hales will be very valuable indeed.

RIGHT:

The David Brown 24 in. gear roll tester, recently
added to the list of products of The David Bromv
Tool Company, Park Works, facilitates checking of
spur, helical or bevel gears for concentricity,
varying tooth thickness, tooth contact and centre
distance to an extremely fine degree. When pairs of
gears are rotated together on the mac/tine (it is
recommended that one should be a master gear or
one that is known to be correct) any such variation
registers on a dial indicator which is graduated in
half-thousandths of an inch. A range of David
Brown gear roll testing machines is to be built, the
one illustrated bieng supplemented by smaller
bench-type models.
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Instructing "the Instructors

HEN David Brown Tractors (Engineer~quipment was outlined by Mr. R. W. Ladbrooke;
ing) Ltd. recently invited lecturers from Mrw . T. Capel spoke on "Associated Implements
agricultural training centres to attend a and thei>.,..place in the D avid Brown range" ; and
special one-week course at their Service School, Mr. F. Williams explained "The Problems of an
the response was so overwhelming that a number Implement DeSigper".
of applicants could not be accepted. In view of the
Evening visits \Ve.re made to The David Brown
encouraging response, the first such course was Foundries Companylfficl David Brown and Sons
a rranged without delay and was held from August (Huddersfield) Ltd., with)}~es to explain their
30th to September 3rd.
company's products and pla_n.'.~
The course itself was specially drawn-up, with a
Those attending the course were .-.J). A. Clewley
varied programme covering a ll aspects of tractor (Shropshire Farm Institute), J. A. LO'g.ue (Northa nd implement design, construction and operation. amptonshire Institute of Agriculture), J. C.
Instructors D. M. Walker, W. H. Gentles and Thompson (Institute of Agriculture, Bever~,
J. C. R. Gant were required to be on their toes Yorkshire), P. King (Essex Institute of Agriculture ,
with a very knowledgeable group of experienced M. G. Barker (Cambridge University School of
men, but a friendly atmosphere soon developed Agriculture), D. E. Lipton (Staffordshire Farm
a nd grew throughout the week. Particular atten- Institute), J. J. Gilman (Edinburgh and East
tion was paid to David Brown tractor engines and Scotland College of Agriculture), J. B. Paterson
transmission features.
(Seale-hayne Agricultural College, Devon), A.
In order to give the instructors an idea of the Stewart (The North of Scotland College of Agricompany's policies and methods, five members of culture), W. B. Lightwing and A. Lackie (Harper
the staff gave lectures on the activities of their Adams Agricultural College, Newport, Shropdepartments or sections. Mr. J . C. R. Birney shire), R. C. Trendall (Cumberland & Westmorspoke on "Exports and their Effect on Tractor land Farm School), J. M. Shippem (Royal
Design", a subject further developed by Mr. H. E. Agricultural College, Cirencester) a nd J. K. Davies
Ashfield on "General Aspects of Tractor Design" . (Department of Agricultural Engineering, King's
The David Brown range of industrial tractors and College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.)

W

Practical field tests being carried out as part of tire course recently held at Melt ham specially for lecturers
from agricultural colleges.
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Prescott Record
for Aston Martin

In an international hill climb at Prescott
on Sunday, September 19th, this Aston
Martin DB3S competition car driven by
Dennis Poore achieved fastest time of
the day in 47.63 seconds, a time which
constitutes a new 3-litre class sports car
record and equals the unlimited sports
car record for the famous Prescott hill.
(Photo: Richmond Pike, F.R.P.S.).
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